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Category #56: BEST NEW PROMOTION ACTIVITY

The 4th of July Celebration at the Naval Station Great Lakes has a rich traditionIntroduction:

of inviting the general public to come onto the base and celebrate our nation's birthday in a

festival atmosphere. The annual celebration draws top line musical entertainment, family

activities, roving entertainment, a carnival, crafters, a food festival, large scale �reworks shows

each night and attendees of more than 40,000 people over the two days, in past years. The

4th of July Celebration also has been recognized by the International Festival & Events

Association (IFEA) multiple times over the past �fteen years.

Description and objective of promotion & Description of what was being promoted:

Working between multiple sponsors with the goal of creating additional excitement at the

event, a brainstorming session was conducted by the Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR)

planning team. The initial thoughts were centered on the Red Bull Air Force Team, who was

going to be parachuting onto the festival grounds, as a part of our partnership with this

energy drink sponsor.  Although this was going to happen on July 3rd, we wanted to make

sure there was some focal point to draw attention to the jump, and even after they land.

In addition, we had a strong relationship with a radio station sponsor, who greatly supported

the event. After getting 95 WIIL Rock, our radio sponsor, involved in the discussions, the

notion of a �surprise marriage proposal�was a unique idea we all gravitated toward. 95 WIIL

Rock also had a third party sponsor, a jewelry store, to provide the ring. Thus, it was only

natural for the ring to be delivered via the Red Bull Air Force from 10,000 feet up in the air!

In addition, Red Bull o�ered up an engagement present to the couple with a trip to Chicago

and admission to the world famous Lollapalooza event. After all parties were in agreement,

we worked out the speci�cs and 95 WIIL Rock created the on-air promo to attract someone

interested in surprising their signi�cant other with a marriage proposal in front of thousands

of people on our main stage!  Over 50 � love stories�were submitted. The 95 WIIL Rock sta�

selected the lucky one that met their criteria. The promotion was moving forward, adding

thrill to our event, as well as highlighting our partners' brands of Red Bull and 95 WILL Rock;

Plus, the third party sponsor of Dalzell Jewelers, who provided the ring!



Di�erence Maker: This promotion had three elements that made this special. One, it had

entertainment and drama value to the event itself.  Event attendees are put into a situation

where they will bear witness to a marriage proposal between bands, not to mention the ring

being delivered via a professional skydiving team! Two, the promotion had staying power.

Not only was the actual proposal on stage, but the promotion started via a radio campaign

about two weeks prior.  In addition, recapping the events on the radio days after and via social

media, the highlights of the marriage proposal was broadcast in multiple platforms. Three,

the promotion creatively intertwined four di�erent organizations and brands.  95 WILL Rock

received additional exposure and radio content for playing the host to this promotion, both

on-air and at the event, itself. Red Bull not only had brand exposure with the Air Force team

jumping into the festival, but then delivering the ring to the main stage for the actual marriage

proposal. The MWR Department, the event producers, bene�tted from the added

entertainment value and aligning sponsors for a common goal.  Finally, Dalzell Jewelers, the

third party sponsor of the ring, received additional radio play and exposure in front of

thousands of people.



Target Audience: The target audience was our festival attendees, who were strongly aligned

with the demographics of the radio station, due to music genre and the major media partner.

We had nearly 20,000 people at the overall event on July 3rd.  However, theAttendance:

main stage area, where the actual promotion took place, was approximately 7,000.

The 4th of July Celebration is promoted as a family event with many elements forTie-In:

many people.  A surprise marriage proposal with the fan-fare of skydivers only enhanced

what was already a great day.  In addition, the promotion allowed us to leverage partners/

sponsorships by consolidating assets for entertainment value.

The partnership did not generate additional cash dollars, but it did giveRevenue/Expenses:

us the opportunity for additional radio promotion valued at $10,000.  In addition, the

opportunity we provided to Red Bull allowed us to receive in-kind bene�ts of a video

production, which was valued at $4,500. There were no expenses to our department!

The initial quest to �nd an interested person to �propose to his signi�cant other�,Duration:

started via a radio promotion about two weeks out from the event. However, the after e�ects

of this promotion on social media still continues with Red Bull and the radio station.

This was covered in the � Di�erence Maker�Section.Description of Sponsor/Bene�ts:



This was a unique promotion with multiple layers and partners.  Ultimately,Overall Success:

we received additional promotional value and in-kind services, not to mention something

that event attendees are still talking about, which helps us set the stage for next year's event!

The biggest challenge in this new promotion was the coordinatingSupporting Question:

between all the entities in a short period of time.  Most of this was put together in the last

four weeks going into the event. With radio personalities, to a large corporate marketing

team of Red Bull, not to mention all of us in di�erent locations, keeping good communication

going was key. We overcame this by regular phone calls/e-mails and detailed meeting notes

to keep everyone on track with all of the the moving parts.  Considering the obstacles, we

de�nitely over came with a successful and fun promotion!
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